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A. Short Answer Type Questions.

Roll No.

[2 x 2 = 4]

1. Explain solar eclipse.
2. What precautions you should give to an injured person having fracture ?
B. Very Short Answer Type Questions.

[2 x 1 = 2]

1. Which is the hottest and the brightest planet ?
2. What is fracture ?
C. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.
saturn milk

[4 x 1 = 4]

mars bone

1. The other name of full moon when it appears in the month of may is ___________
2. The fourth nearest planet to the sun is ________________
3. Any break or crack in the ______________ is called a fracture.
4. ______________ planet is called the lord of rings.
D. Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false statements.

[5 x 1 = 5]

1. Mars is also known as Brihaspati.
2. In order to stop bleeding, use a bandage, called tourniquet.
3. The earth is the third nearest planet to the sun.
4. Moon is the earth's only natural satellite.
5. A lunar month is about 27 days.
E. Tick ( 4 ) the correct answers.

[7 x 1 = 7]

1. Which one of the following moves around the sun ?
a) Mercury

b) Uranus

c) Saturn

d) All of these
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2. The astronaut to go into space aboard Apollo.
a) Neil Armstrong

b) Michael Collins

c) Edwin Aldrin

d) All of these

3. Which of the following has its own light ?
a) Sun

b) Moon

c) Venus

d) None of these

4. Which planet is the farthest one from the sun ?
a) Venus

b) Mars

c) Saturn

d) Neptune

5. When the moon is more than half – lit, it is called
a) crescent moon

b) old moon

c) gibbous moon

d) crow moon

6. Which statement is correct in case of safety ?
a) Be alert

b) Be properly dressed

c) Avoid being over confident
d) Do not follow the safety rules impatiently
7. Remember – at all times
a) stay calm

b) think before you do anything

c) look for an adult for help
d) all of the above
F. Unscramble the following words.

[3 x 1 = 3]

1. DENTSACCI : ___________________
2. TURESF RAC : ___________________
3. DIFITSRA : ___________________
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